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Blonde Roots
Say your goodbyes to brunette Khloe Kardashian, because the bleach is back and blonde Khloe has officially made her return to the spotlight. Sharing her colour in an Instagram post, Khloe wrote ...
Khloe Kardashian bleached her hair blonder than ever
For the second time in less than a month, the reality star is wearing another of the biggest hair color trends right now.
Khloé Kardashian Just Convinced Us to Go Platinum Blonde for Fall
Camilla Luddington shocked fans with a bright new hairstyle just weeks before the latest season of Grey's Anatomy premieres Camilla Luddington is showing off a new look before the latest season ...
Camilla Luddington Dyes Hair Blonde Ahead of Grey's Anatomy Season 18: 'New Era'
Going blonde can completely transform a star's look and vibe, but it's not a light decision to make. Bleaching can damage hair, and it requires a lot of maintenance. There's a lot of room for error, ...
34 Celebrities Who Went Blonde and Completely Transformed Their Look
"I’ve been left to navigate this world of brassy tones by myself. And no, I do not want to talk about my roots." ...
"From someone who misses the hairdresser dearly, here's exactly how I care for my dyed blonde hair."
Matrix Brand Ambassador and celebrity colorist Rachel Bodt colored actress Kate Hudson’s signature blonde for the 2021 Met Gala. We spoke with Bodt about how to achieve Hudson’s look. Here’s what she ...
Kate Hudson's Met Gala Blonde by Rachel Bodt
She often changes up her hair from blonde to brunette as well as opting for long hair via extensions or just rocking a short natural bob.
Khloe Kardashian rocks icy blonde tresses while posing in skintight top with sweats for Instagram
Who are the ⭐HOTTEST BLONDE CELEBRITIES⭐ in Hollywood in 2021? Check out the photos and profiles of the hottest blonde actresses in Hollywood in this post.
15 of the hottest blonde celebrities in Hollywood in 2021
Many of us sported different shades of blonde, often with the roots grown out, forming quite a harsh and artificial gradient across the hair shaft that shifted from natural black to a sudden orangy ...
What the “ABG” identity says about ESEA femininity
So, I’ve been a blonde for over a decade. Most recently, I wanted to touch up my incredibly dark roots and knew that I would be reachi n g for my Olaplex products while in the process.
We tried the new Olaplex purple shampoo on bleach-blonde hair — here’s how it stacks up
There's a cinnamon hue that runs throughout most of the curls and pairs well with the lighter blonde. Her roots are a deep brown shade that fades seamlessly into the blonde and cinnamon hues for ...
Beyoncé's Take on Two-Tone Hair Is So Approachable
Kristen Stewart's blonde hair transformation at the Venice Film Festival marks a brand new shade for the actor.
Kristen Stewart's Brand New Shade Of Blonde Deserves Its Own Standing Ovation
As most of us veer towards darker shades in autumn/winter, Jesy has returned to her roots and gone for a natural brunette colour all over. Except for two chunky flashes of blonde colour at the ...
Jesy Nelson's chunky blonde highlights are our autumn hair inspiration
Old beauty snaps show Married At First Sight UK's Amy Christophers looking completely different with golden blonde hair ...
Married At First Sight's Amy Christophers looks different in blonde throwback
Kim Kardashian is the happiest as Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck made their first red carpet appearance recently. She expressed her joy on Instagram.
Kim Kardashian roots for ‘Bennifer’; cheers as Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez make first red carpet appearance
In one of the best examples of an autumnal makeover we’ve seen in a long time, Kristen Stewart’s new strawberry blonde hair is sending the internet into a frenzy right now. The actress is starring as ...
Kristen Stewart showcases new strawberry blonde hair ahead of Diana movie release
Samantha Armytage recently admitted she is going grey. And the former Sunrise star, 45, proved she is just like the rest of us in lockdown when she appeared to reveal some regrowth in a picture on her ...
Samantha Armytage reveals her grey roots in lockdown as she continues to embrace aging gracefully
An encouraging sign emerged last week when the game began to slow down for Hagerty, who started at safety for the first time in Toronto’s 17-16 win over the Ticats. Five days earlier, during the ...
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